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Arizona State University Criteria Checklist for

HISTORICAL AWARENESS [H]

Rationale and Objectives

The lack of historical awareness on the part of contemporary university graduates has led recent studies of higher education to call for the creation and development of historical consciousness in undergraduates now and in the future. From one perspective historical awareness is a valuable aid in the analysis of present-day problems because historical forces and traditions have created modern life and lie just beneath its surface. From a second perspective, the historical past is an indispensable source of national identity and of values which facilitate social harmony and cooperative effort. Along with this observation, it should be noted that historical study can produce intercultural understanding by tracing cultural differences to their origins in the past. A third perspective on the need for historical awareness is summed up in the aphorism that he who fails to learn from the past is doomed to repeat it. Teachers of today's students know well that those students do not usually approach questions of war and peace with any knowledge of historic concord, aggression, or cruelty, including even events so recent as Nazi and Stalinist terror.

The requirement of a course which is historical in method and content presumes that "history" designates a sequence of past events or a narrative whose intent or effect is to represent such a sequence. The requirement also presumes that these are human events and that history includes all that has been felt, thought, imagined, said, and done by human beings. The opportunities for nurturing historical consciousness are nearly unlimited. History is present in the languages, art, music, literatures, philosophy, religion, and the natural sciences, as well as in the social science traditionally called History.
Proposer: Please complete the following section and attach appropriate documentation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>Identify Documentation Submitted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>1. History is a major focus of the course. syllabus and course description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>2. The course examines and explains human development as a sequence of events. syllabus and course description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>3. There is a disciplined systematic examination of human institutions as they change over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>4. The course examines the relationship among events, ideas, and artifacts and the broad social, political and economic context. syllabus and course description</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE FOLLOWING ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE:**
- Courses in which there is only chronological organization.
- Courses which are exclusively the history of a field of study or of a field of artistic or professional endeavor.
- Courses whose subject areas merely occurred in the past.
Explain in detail which student activities correspond to the specific designation criteria. Please use the following organizer to explain how the criteria are being met.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria (from checksheet)</th>
<th>How course meets spirit (contextualize specific examples in next column)</th>
<th>Please provide detailed evidence of how course meets criteria (i.e., where in syllabus)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 and 2</td>
<td>The course will provide the foundation to understand, from a historical perspective, the present challenges facing humanity by discussing the challenges faced by societies across the globe throughout our history. The course will start with an introduction to a carefully selected set of challenges that have been met by societies in the past. This historical awareness will be a valuable aid for adequately addressing the challenges of today and tomorrow.</td>
<td>For example, the students will discuss how the challenges of urban housing and information storage were addressed in the Neolithic age through clays and ceramics; how the Great Wall of China was built as a response to security challenges; how the Roman road system was constructed to meet the need for transportation of goods and armies; how horses, water and wind drove the simple machines that ground our grain before the steam engine; that the Roman aqueducts, the Hohokom canals and the central Arizona project were all in response to the challenge of providing access to water; how natural fiber and ceramic pots rose to the challenge of food storage before being replaced by steel, tin cans, refrigeration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and plastics and how the industrial revolution was propelled by need for large scale manufacturing, controlling labor costs.

| 4 | The history of technology will be appreciated through the lens of social sciences and the lessons learned from history will be applied to address modern day problems. The students will also begin to appreciate how the present priorities of people and governments from different parts of the world depend on their respective geopolitical and economic histories. | The students will conduct a critical analysis of the historical examples of deployment of technology to solve societal problems, to appreciate the cultural and societal differences around the world and especially how it influences the use of technology. The students will be able to bring out the connections between the technological choices made by different societies with their respective histories. |
Perspectives on Grand Challenges for Engineering

Organizing Instructor: B.L. Ramakrishna

Fall 2011: FSE 194 Monday from 4:40 to 7:30 PM

This 3-credit course is offered to satisfy general studies requirements in the curriculum. The content of the course is designed to adequately address the Social & Behavioral Sciences (SB) core area and also expected to meet requirements in the historical and global awareness areas.

This course, centered around the grand challenges for engineering in the 21st century, will offer the opportunity for students to develop a truly cross disciplinary appreciation for the grand challenges from a social, global and historic perspective. It will help build a foundation to understand the present challenges facing humanity by discussing the challenges faced by societies across the globe throughout our history over the past 12,000 years and how earlier societies addressed (or in some cases, failed to address) the challenges. The history of technology begins with the simplest Stone Age tools and ceramics and continues to the present day of computers, communications and space travel. While history of technology can claim to be basically secular, there are a multitude of forces that guide what technologies are adopted by a given society to address the specific challenges they face. The structure of the course is designed such that the undergraduates will develop an in-depth understanding of the grand challenges through the lenses of both engineering/technology and the social & behavioral sciences. This approach will illustrate to the students that how societies react to the challenges they face and what technologies are developed and deployed to address them is a product of a complex interaction between history, social systems, global pressures and political vision.

The course will start with an introduction to a carefully selected set of challenges that have been met by societies in the past. For example, the students will discuss how the challenges of urban housing and information storage were addressed in the Neolithic age through clays and ceramics; how the Great Wall of China was built as a response to security challenges; how the Roman road system was constructed to meet the need for transportation of goods and armies; how horses, water and wind drove the simple machines that ground our grain before the steam engine; that the Roman aqua ducts, the Hohokom canals and the central Arizona project were all in response to the challenge of providing access to water; how natural fiber and ceramic pots rose to the challenge of food storage before being replaced by steel, tin cans, refrigeration and plastics and how the industrial revolution was propelled by need for large scale manufacturing, controlling labor costs, Further, the course will explore the societal connections to the challenges as well the chosen solutions and the impact on society by the consequences of those challenges being met or not met adequately. In summary, the students will gain an
understanding about how societies can learn from the historical context of engineering.

After gaining a historical perspective, the students will be illuminated about a selected number of the Grand Challenges through guest lectures from faculty on the ASU campus from numerous disciplines, who are actively engaged in cutting edge research aligned to the Grand Challenges. Each Challenge presented to the students will emphasize the global and societal importance of solving them in addition to the technological difficulties. The students will also begin to appreciate how the present priorities of people and governments from different parts of the world depend on their respective historical and cultural aspects. The course will illustrate the necessity to create a global network of engineers and technologists developing synergistic working relationships with not only each other but also with social scientists and policy makers to adequately solve the world’s problems. Issues such as health care, technology transfer, environmental pollution and water scarcity will take on global and social dimensions. The students will be expected to work in groups to create reports assessing the social consequences of the grand challenges on economic, technological, political, and cultural fabric of society. In particular, the students will need to take into account the views of the BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and China) and other countries on choosing sensible and practical approaches to addressing the grand challenges for the 21st century.

The course outcomes are

1. Gain an appreciation for the challenges faced by humanity throughout history.
2. Appreciate the cultural and societal differences around the world and especially how it influences the use of technology to solve problems
3. Understand the economic, political, cultural and societal implications for solving the problems that are global in scope
4. Learn to apply their knowledge and experience to a more global and societal setting and to develop their role in addressing future global endeavors
5. Acquire the skills and knowledge needed to solve complex global problems and compete in the increasingly technological global economy
6. Learn to manage technology to solve global problems in a sustainable way. 21st century workforce
Perspectives on Grand Challenges for Engineering

Course Syllabus

Organizing Instructor: B.L. Ramakrishna
Fall 2011: FSE 194 Monday from 4:40 to 7:30 PM

This 3-credit course is offered to satisfy general studies requirements in the curriculum. The content of the course is designed to adequately address the Social & Behavioral Sciences (SB) core area and also expected to meet requirements in the historical and global awareness areas.

Course Description & Goals

This course, centered on the theme of National Academy of Engineering’s (NAE) Grand Challenges for Engineering in the 21st century, will offer the opportunity for students to develop an interdisciplinary appreciation for the Grand Challenges from a global and historical perspective. It will help build a foundation to understand the present challenges facing humanity by discussing the challenges faced by societies across the globe throughout our history. It will provide them glimpses of research/internship experience, entrepreneurship, global dimensionality of issues, and service learning through the various lenses of societal implications and history. This course will shape their undergraduate educational experience by being able to understand both the social and historical complexities of meeting the needs of local and global challenges through engineering and technology.

Readings

Required texts:
Plan B 4.0 by Lester Brown
High Noon: Twenty Global Problems, Twenty Years to Solve Them by J.F. Richard

Additional Resources:
NAE's website on Grand Challenges
Hot, Flat, and Crowded by Thomas Friedman
Guns Germs and Steel by Jared Diamond
Common Wealth: Economics for a Crowded Planet by Jeffrey D. Sachs
UN's Millennium project http://www.unmillenniumproject.org/
Science and Technology in World History by J.E. McClellan and H. Dorn
The Nature of Technology by W.B. Arthur

In addition several selected papers and articles will be made available as needed.
Course Organization, Requirements and Assignments

This course is designed to provide the necessary background knowledge needed for students to fully engage in selected NAE’s Grand Challenges. The Grand Challenges covered will include: economical solar energy, carbon sequestration, access to clean water, engineering better medicines, restoring urban infrastructure and personalized learning. Further, this course will cover some of the challenges that have been addressed by earlier societies through engineering and technology, and the social outcomes of meeting (or in some cases, not adequately meeting) those challenges. There will be no exams to evaluate student performance. Instead the following criteria and requirements will be used to grade student performance.

1) **Class Participation**

The course will be offered in a seminar style, which requires the students to bear partial responsibility for the conduct of the class. All students are expected to have read assigned readings prior to class and to be prepared to discuss those readings in class. Students are required to participate in a blog on the Grand Challenges. This activity is modeled after the worldwide contributions on the NAE’s web site. A portion of the grade will rest on attendance, active participation, and contribution to the in-class discussions. The course is designed to maximize group interaction and student initiative.

2) **Individual Paper**

After students have been exposed to the Grand Challenges and a historical perspective on past engineering challenges, they will be asked to choose a grand challenge that interests them most and write a paper regarding the relevance this course material has to their undergraduate curriculum and their future goals; including career paths, extracurricular involvement, social entrepreneurship and outreach. In their paper, the students will need to address the how the views of the developed countries such as the US, Germany and Japan could be balanced with the views of BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and China) and other developing countries on choosing sensible and practical approaches to addressing the grand challenges for the 21st century. The paper will be about 2000 words.

3) **Questions**

Prior to each seminar session on the grand challenges, students will be expected to submit 5 questions based on the assigned reading material. The questions, posted on the Blackboard prior to class, will allow the students to
lead a vibrant discussion during class and also will be used as a tool by the
guest lecturers to tailor their presentations/discussions in order to provide
the maximum benefit to the students. On blackboard, each student will then
have to answer one of the questions provided by their peers. The response is
expected to be about 500 words.

4) **Group Project**

Students in this course are required to work on a major project as a member
of a larger group. This project will give the students the opportunity to work
on projects that are aligned with their interests. Projects could be geared
towards one of the following paths chosen by the group: social
entrepreneurship, education/outreach, research, global dimension or
internship, etc. Important points to cover in the paper include: historical lens
of the challenge (learning from previous mistakes), societal implication for
meeting the challenge, how the project applies to the NAEs Grand
Challenges, detailed project implementation plan, and future directions. The
project paper will describe in detail the leadership role the students
undertook in their chosen sphere of activity. The paper will be about 2000
words long. There will also be a presentation by each group.

**Grading Procedures**

Students' final grades will be determined as follows:

**Individual Paper**.................................20%

**Questions and responses**......................30%

Questions........................5%
Quality of Responses…25%

**Group Project**.................................40%

Mid-Project Update Presentation……5%
Final Project Paper..........................25%
Final Project Presentation.............10%

**Participation /Attendance**
/Discussions/contributions to class.........10%

The participation of all individuals in the class is needed to maximize the learning
environment for all students. Attendance will be taken and factored into grades.
## Course Outline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Topic(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Introduction to the Course and Overview</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2    | Lecture/Activity on historical and societal perspective on engineering challenges  
     | A. Asia and Middle East |
| 3    | Lecture/Activity on historical and societal perspective on engineering challenges  
     | B. Europe |
| 4    | Lecture/Activity on historical and societal perspective on engineering challenges  
     | C. Americas |
| 5    | Lecture/activity on Grand Challenges for the 21st century  
     | A1. Energy-related Challenges |
| 6    | Lecture/activity on Grand Challenges for the 21st century  
     | A2. Energy-related Challenges |
| 7    | Lecture/activity on Grand Challenges for the 21st century  
     | B1. Environment-related Challenges |
| 8    | Lecture/activity on Grand Challenges for the 21st century  
     | B2. Environment-related Challenges |
| 9    | Introduction to Grand Challenge Projects  
     | Research Methods, Global resolve, Service learning,  
     | Entrepreneurship, Resources - FURI, Internships, EPICS |
| 10   | Lecture/activity on Grand Challenges for the 21st century  
     | C1. Health-related Challenges |
| 11   | Lecture/activity on Grand Challenges for the 21st century  
     | C2. Health-related Challenges |
| 12   | Lecture/activity on Grand Challenges for the 21st century  
     | D1. Security-related Challenges |
| 13   | Lecture/activity on Grand Challenges for the 21st century  
     | D2. Security-related Challenges |
| 14   | Comparative study of the approaches of G7, G-20 and BRIC countries to the Grand Challenges |
| 15   | Consequences of the grand challenges on economic, technological, political, and cultural fabric of society |
| 16   | Grand Challenge Project Presentations |
Plan B 4.0: Mobilizing to Save Civilization
Lester R. Brown

Table of Contents

Includes Podcasts of Preface and chapter introductions.
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